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Daniel Meyer (left) and Abdalla Butt (right) receive their awards. 

Two Regina-based medical 
students recently presented 
studies conducted as part of last 
year’s Summer Student Research 
program at the Canadian Society 
for Vascular Surgery (CSVS) 
annual meeting in Halifax. The 
CSVS gives two awards each 
year for the top papers presented 
at the meeting, and the two 
students swept the awards, 
beating out papers presented by 
students, residents, fellows and 
academic vascular surgeons from 
across Canada. 

Daniel Meyer received the 
Josephus C. Luke Award for “the 
best clinical or basic research 
abstract presented at the annual 

meeting.” Abdalla Butt won 
the Sigvaris President’s Award 
for “the most outstanding 
abstract dealing with venous 
disease presented at the Annual 
Scientific Meeting.” 

The awards were presented at 
the Citadel in Halifax by CSVS 
president Dr. Greg Browne. Both 
papers are reviewed below:

Investigating Factors that 
Delay Carotid Endarterectomy 
in Patients with Symptomatic 
Carotid Artery Stenosis 
Principal investigator:  
Daniel Meyer  
Supervisor: Dr. David Kopriva 

Carotid atherosclerosis 
is an important cause of 

ischemic stroke. Patients with 
severe carotid stenosis are 
recommended to undergo 
carotid endarterectomy (CEA),  
a surgical procedure to open  
the carotid artery, within  
14 days of the onset of neurologic 
symptoms. This study found  
30 per cent of patients receive 
CEA within the recommended 
timeframe. 

We found the following factors 
to be significant in meeting 
the guideline: delayed patient 
presentation, the nature of the 
first provider seen, the number 
of contacts and referrals prior to 
vascular surgery, and the nature 
of the patient’s cont’d pg. 4  
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I want to take this opportunity 
to let you and your employees 
know how pleased I am that you 
made my mom’s stay a heart-
warming experience not only for 
her but also for me. 

My mom was transferred from 
Pasqua Hospital to Extendicare 
Elmview, a region affiliate, 
and due to me moving her and 
myself out to Grand Coulee, you 
extended her stay, so we would 
not have to move her twice. I 
would like to thank you. This 
took so much pressure off of me; 
I can’t express how grateful I am. 

My mom is an English war bride, 
and although she is very sweet, 
she can be sharp. I was worried 
she would be miserable, and 
with all the moving, I couldn’t 
spend much time with her.  

To my surprise when I went 
to visit, she would tell me how 
helpful and nice the employees 
were, and that she felt safe. She 
said the food was so good, and 
the only complaint she had was 
too much on her plate at times. 

She enjoyed the “old people” 
around her and even went to 
a few singing gatherings and 
church services. My mom, who 
just turned 91, doesn’t like “old 
people.” It makes me laugh. 

Her telling me how she liked it at 
Extendicare made me happy.

Every time I went to the main 
office, the women were nothing 
but helpful. I was never ignored, 
and the employees were so nice. 

This was the first time I had ever 
interacted with a nursing home, 

and all you hear are horror 
stories in the news. People forget 
to talk about the good we see 
from our frontline workers. I 
have nothing but gold stars for 
your facility. 

Thanks to the excellent care, 
my mom is recovering faster 
than I expected. Again, I can’t 
thank Extendicare Elmview staff 
enough. I’m just so grateful. 

Gold stars for all
Thanks from my mom and I

RQHR transitioned to K-Bro for 
the provision of linen services in 
November 2015. With any large 
transition such as this, we have 
experienced both a number of 
successes as well as a number 
of growing pains, which have 
resulted in some frustration 
around the region.

Concerns have been expressed 
about stains, torn linens and 
debris found in linen that is 
supposed to be clean and free of 
defects.

Staff are advised that K-Bro 
does not inspect all pieces of 
linen that are processed, nor 
did Hospital Laundry Services. 
They don’t check pockets of 
scrubs or remove tape that is 
stuck to the linen. They work on 
the assumption that everything 
returned in the soiled linen bags 
is defect and debris free. This 

has resulted in instances of staff 
picking up clean scrubs, only 
to find tape stuck to them or 
random debris in the pockets. It’s 
also resulted in other linens – 
such as bed spreads, sheets, etc. – 
arriving with sharps or other 
debris in them.

In order to resolve these 
issues, RQHR staff need to be 
accountable and responsible 
for ensuring that soiled linen 
is handled appropriately. 
We are all responsible for 
ensuring success in this process. 
RQHR and all regions have 
a contractual obligation to 
“establish and adhere to policies 
and procedures which restrict the 
placement of sharps, disposables 
and other non-textile materials 
into soiled laundry bags.”

Not checking for debris can 
have significant infection control 

and employee health and safety 
implications. When sharps aren’t 
removed there is a risk that a 
K-Bro or RQHR employee may 
be injured by the sharp that is 
imbedded in the linen. When 
tape is not removed, it gets baked 
on in the washing process and 
can no longer be removed. This 
results in a shortage of available 
linen within the system.

RQHR should expect to continue 
to receive debris in our clean 
linen for as long as staff continue 
to toss debris-laden linen into 
soiled linen bags. A bit of effort 
on everyone’s part will help 
eliminate these dangers. All staff 
are responsible to check and 
remove debris, sharps and tape 
from linens before tossing them 
into the soiled linen bags.

With respect to stained or 
damaged linen, staff cont’d pg. 4 
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Regina Education and Action 
on Child Hunger (REACH), in 
partnership with United Way 
Regina and the RQHR Health 
Promotion Department, is 
holding the fourth annual Big 
Crunch.

On October 14, students, teachers 
and parents across the province 
will be biting down into locally 
grown carrots all at once making 
a big CRUNCH sound in 
celebration of World Food Day. 
Last year, over 15,000 students 
participated in Saskatchewan. 
The theme for World Food 
Day this year is, “Climate is 
changing: food and agriculture 

must too.” Growing our own 
food and eating more locally is 
one positive change that we can 
make as more than 60 per cent 
of our vegetables come from 
outside of Canada.

The Big Crunch is an opportunity 
for kids to learn where our food 
comes from, to celebrate and 
support locally grown food 
(from a local farm or school 
garden), and most importantly, it 
provides an opportunity for kids 
to enjoy healthy foods in a fun 
environment. Research shows 
that positive experiences with 
and exposure to healthy foods 
has a greater impact on future 

eating habits than education on 
healthy eating alone. 

“We want to associate healthy 
eating as an enjoyable, tasty 
experience, not as a chore or 
duty,” said Chelsea Brown, 
health educator, registered 
dietitian with RQHR. “When 
kids have positive experiences 
and associations with healthy 
foods, healthy eating becomes an 
easier part of daily living for the 
years to come.” 

A Big Crunch educator resource 
package can be downloaded here 
and for more information on 
World Food Day, click here. 
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The Big Crunch

Students take part in last year’s Big Crunch event. 

http://www.rqhealth.ca/primary-health-care/nutrition-services
http://www.fao.org/world-food-day/2016/home/en/
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Regina medical students, cont’d
index neurologic event. The 
primary delay to care was 
which provider was seen first; 
however, further analysis 
revealed an apparent inequity in 
expeditiousness of investigations 
and consults based on the 
ordering provider, which may 
indicate a significant system 
issue. Having identified these 
factors, interventions can be 
identified to correct them and 
increase the number of patients 
meeting the guideline.

Economic Implications of 
publically funded endovascular 
saphenous vein ablation
Principal Investigator:  
Abdalla Butt  
Supervisor: Dr. David Kopriva

Health regions across Canada 
have slowly been delisting public 
health coverage for varicose vein 
ablation. However, a synergistic 
co-operation between vascular 
surgeons and the health regions 
in Saskatchewan resulted in 
a first of its kind, a publically 
funded Endovenous Ablation 
(EVA) program in the province. 

The goals of this study were to 
compare health system costs of 
EVA and surgical stripping and 
determine if the availability of 
EVA changed the utilization rate 
of historical controls undergoing 
long saphenous vein stripping 
(LSVS). The study found that 
utilization rates for the LSVS 
procedure did not change from 

pre-EVA to post-EVA eras. 
Surgical stripping by general 
surgeons decreased from  
52 cases per year to 7.2, while 
surgical stripping by vascular 
surgeons decreased, from 38 to 
13 a year. 

Case costs of surgical stripping 
($1965.12/case) were higher 
than of Endovenous Laser 
Treatment, ($1358.79/case) 
and Radiofrequency Ablation 
($1410.54/case). Total annual 
costs of LSVS decreased from 
$176,860.35 to $134,524.88. Thus, 
the introduction of publically 
funded EVA has reduced rates 
of LSVS and reduced costs to 
our health system by roughly 
$42,335.47 per year.

October 9-15 is International 
Device Reprocessing Week, 
celebrating activities in medical 
device reprocessing departments 
across North and South America. 

Many staff and patients are 
unaware of the work that is done 
behind closed doors of Medical 
Device Reprocessing. The 

Medical Device Reprocessing 
Department at both the Pasqua 
and Regina General hospitals 
will be hosting staff tours to 
demonstrate what type of work 
is done and the department’s role 
in patient care. Tours will aim to 
educate staff about the important 
role medical device reprocessing 

has with infection control and 
direct patient care.

We invite you to join us at one  
of our 30 minute tours and see 
the great work that occurs within 
Medical Device Reprocessing. 
Tours run from October 11-14 at 
2 p.m. in the department located 
on Level 0 at both hospitals. 

RQHR celebrates
International Medical Device Reprocessing Week

are responsible for placing these 
pieces into the black mesh bags 
that are on every linen cart. We 
will also be making the black 
mesh bags available in staff 
locker rooms. All damaged linen 
in these bags will be inspected by 
K-Bro and repaired or removed 
from circulation. When damaged 
linen is placed in soiled linen 
bags, RQHR is charged for it, 
whether we’ve used it or not. 
If it’s in the black mesh bags, 
RQHR is not charged. And, if it is 

placed in a soiled linen bag, there 
is no chance to repair or remove 
it from circulation, and we will 
continue to receive the defective 
item. We ask that everyone do 
their part to reduce linen costs 
by placing damaged or stained 
linens in the black mesh bags.

As everyone does their part, 
we should see better quality 
linens in the region and reduced 
waste. By taking the necessary 
actions and doing your part, you 

are contributing to the region’s 
strategic priorities of quality and 
safety and system sustainability.

Managers are encouraged to post 
and discuss these issues at your 
staff huddles.

If you have any questions, 
contact Giles Vanderlaan, linen 
services manager, at 306-766-
4158, Suzanne Boudreau-Exner, 
director materials management, 
at 306-766-5170 or Robbie Peters, 
VP of Finance at 306-766-0979.

Linen services update, cont’d


